“Pathway Pacific was chosen as
our Platinum Partner in Asia Pacific
because of their experience of working
in the region over many years,
for their great expertise on the e3000 and
because of their trusted partnership
with HP which goes back 8 years.”
Andrew Silvers, Hewlett-Packard
Asia Pacific BCS Customer First Programs

Guiding your business
to continued success

Looking for Migration Solutions?
Then look to Pathway Pacific Pty Ltd.
We’ve got your Tool and Data Porting requirements covered.
Many businesses and enterprises get nervous when comes the time to
migrate. Understandable enough. You’ve invested heavily in your third and
fourth-generational language (3GL and 4GL) applications. Not to mention
your databases, which frequently constitutes years of hard work and
irreplaceable information - information and material to which you constantly
refer and which is the life-blood of your business.
You want a migration that will not leave your invaluable resources
inaccessible for any length of time, that will not disrupt your business flow,
and that will come in on time and within budget – and with no nasty
surprises. That’s where Pathway Pacific Pty Ltd comes to your assistance.
Pathway Pacific Pty Ltd has been appointed
Hewlett-Packard’s sole Platinum Migration Partner
in the Asia Pacific region to solve all your migration
concerns – without headaches.
We provide end-to-end, mission critical solutions so that you not only
make a hassle free transition, but you make this move knowing that the
future value of your business is appreciating because you’ve made all
the right choices.
Your 3GL and 4GL language applications will not only be transferred to the
carefully selected, and most comprehensive platform for your businesses
future growth – but also, if desired, they will arrive ‘enhanced’ – with more
highly attuned user interface, and leveraged Web and Windows capabilities.
And your databases ? Pathway Pacific again has your interests protected.
From a simpler ‘replication’ which minimises application code changes and
side-steps the need to introduce new structural changes – to the more
complex ‘cleaning and refining’ method,
where application codes change as they
neatly adapt while the application
database accesses the new structure –
Pathway Pacific will make sure you’re
making all the right moves.

■ APPLICATION MIGRATION

■ DATABASE MIGRATION

Transoft:

Speedware:

Transoft has earnt its reputation as a leading

DBmotion is the perfect choice for those who want

international provider of application transformation,

to replicate their database environment on another

integration, assembly and analysis solutions. The

platform. Without the help of a tool – and it has to be

Transport Intelligence Adapters will identify and

the right tool – the whole database migration process

safeguard your critical business application

can be high risk and time-consuming. DBmotion

functions through migration, and can build new

saves on stress and your valuable hours, because it

and scalable, integrated (e)business applications.

automates most intricacies involved in the process.

Transoft offers a complete migration toolset.
Taurus:
BridgeWare is the first real-time data capture and
cross-platform heterogeneous replication product for
a HP3000 data source. The product combines all of
the capabilities of DataBridger with Quest Software’s
SharePlex detect-change technology. This
combination makes BridgeWare the first product
Ordina-Denkart:

capable of bulk or transaction-by-transaction

Ordina Denkart’s HP3000 migration solution ViaNova

cross-platform data replication for HP3000 sources.

3000 transfers entire customer-developed
environments from HP-3000 to Open Systems like

Marxmeier Software AG:

HP-UX and Linux without having to discard essential

Eloquence is a database that allows HP3000 users

applications. They also offer a whole series of new

to emulate their TurboImage databases under HP-

features and technologies for you to consider

UX, Linux or Windows. The TurboImage schema

including an ASP model for migration. Ordina

structure and item types are directly supported

Denkart’s unique ‘charge by line of code’

within the product, and it offers an intrinsic mapping

remuneration system is the ultimate in ‘client friendly’.

mechanism that allows code to remain unchanged.
Eloquence is an ideal solution for Cobol,

Neartek:

PowerHouse (Cognos) and Speedware users.

Needing to port your applications and data to open
environments such as Unix, Windows, or Linux ?

■ CHOOSING YOUR MIGRATION VENDOR ?

Neartek’s AMXW migration tool is Hewlett-Packard

Migration needs vary from one enterprise to the

endorsed, and offers comprehensive technical and

next. That’s why Pathway and Hewlett-Packard

financial features to assure the durability and

have selected the most representative and

security of your applications. Neartek’s migration

comprehensive vendor ‘toolkits’ available. The

tools are packaged and sold as a complete toolset

factors of time, available resources (both human and

for your migration ease.

technical), budget and your specific migration-end
requirements are crucial in this selection process.
Let Pathway Pacific assist in your choice of

Hewlett-Packard's Asia Pacific Program

Solution Vendor.

Includes:
Hardware and Software Programs:
• hp e3000 to hp-ux conversion kits
• trade-in discounts
• loaner systems
• mission critical and enterprise hp-ux upgrade offers.
(For details on the hardware and software programs listed above, please contact
your local sales representative or reseller.)

Call us at Pathway Pacific on 61 2 9956 7699,
or email moreinfo@pathway.com.au. We’re ready with
the real experience and proven knowledge to get
you moving quickly and efficiently. Your optimised
success is always our critical goal.

Portfolio of Migration Services
• Migration Assessment:
Pathway Pacific will outline the time-frame and resources required for
your transition.
• Planning and Analysis:
We will provide a comprehensive and step-by-step analysis and
strategic report to plan your migration.
• Project Management:
Let Pathway’s expertise guide your team in the right direction to
successful project completion.
• Implementation:
You choose. Pathway Pacific can expertly assist with all aspects of
your migration – or offer a few extra resources to backstop your more
critical areas.
• Database Porting:
Pathway Pacific has real experience. We know, first hand,
the complexities of database migration and we are ready to assist
with yours.
• 3GL Migrations:
Protect your valuable 3GL legacy investments. Pathway Pacific can
show you how.
• 4GL Migrations:
Happy with your 4GL applications? With our ability to enhance and
extend your existing applications, Pathway Pacific can add even more
value to your Speedware, Transact or PowerHouse migration.
• Migrations Technical Support:
We are easily accessible, and have the expertise to immediately solve
any challenge you may encounter. Breathe easy – our experts are only
a phone call or email away.

Environments:
3GL applications created in languages such as Cobol, Fortran,
Pascal, RPG. C. and Basic, as well as 4GL applications created with
Transact, Cognos or Speedware-based products.
Platforms:
Microsoft Windows, Linux
Leading UNIX servers: HP-UX, AIX and Sun Solaris,

Australasian Address:
Unit 8, 281 Pacific Highway,
North Sydney NSW 2060 Australia
Tel: 61 2 9956 7699
Fax: 61 2 9929 8703
Email: moreinfo@pathway.com.au
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